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Abstract 1 

Metal ions are frequently incorporated into crystalline materials to improve their 2 

electrochemical properties and to confer new physicochemical properties. Naturally-occurring 3 

phosphate apatite, which is formed geologically and in biomineralization processes, has 4 

extensive potential applications and is therefore an attractive functional material. In this study, 5 

we generate a novel building block for flexible optoelectronics using bio-inspired methods to 6 

deposit a layer of photoactive titanium-modified hydroxyapatite (TiHA) nanoparticles (NPs) 7 

on conductive polypyrrole(PPy)-coated wool yarns. The titanium concentration in the reaction 8 

solution was varied between 8-50 mol% with respect to the phosphorous, which led to titanate 9 

ions replacing phosphate in the hydroxyapatite lattice at levels up to 17 mol%. PPy was 10 

separately deposited on wool yarns by oxidative polymerization, using two dopants: (i) 11 

antraquinone-2-sulfonic acid to increase the conductivity of the PPy layer and (ii) pyroglutamic 12 

acid, to reduce the resistivity of the wool yarns and to promote the heterogeneous nucleation of 13 

the TiHA NPs. A specific titanium concentration (25 mol% wrt P) was used to endow the TiHA 14 

NPs on the PPy-coated fibers with a desirable band gap value of 3.68 eV, and a specific surface 15 

area of 146 m2/g. This is the first time that a thin film of a wide-band gap semiconductor has 16 

been deposited on natural fibers to create a fiber-based building block that can be used to 17 

manufacture flexible electronic devices. 18 

 19 

Keywords: titanium doping; calcium phosphate nanoparticles; wide band gap semiconductor; 20 

flexible electronics; biomineralization  21 
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1.Introduction 1 

The demand for high performance materials for flexible electronics has motivated the search 2 

for building blocks which exhibit specific properties including favourable band gaps, charge 3 

carrier mobility, light emission efficiency and quantum yield to construct new electronic 4 

devices such as organic and hybrid electronic materials.1 Doping with metal ions is an effective 5 

route for tuning the electronic properties of functional materials, improving their performance 6 

and endowing them with new electrochemical properties.2,3 Cerium,4 tin 5 and scandium 6 have 7 

been widely used to improve the efficiency of TiO2-based semiconductors used in dye 8 

sensitized solar cells (DSCs), where their incorporation facilitates electron injection by tuning 9 

the photoanode band gap and increasing the solar energy conversion efficiency.  10 

Metal ions can be also incorporated within phases that do not normally exhibit valuable 11 

physico-chemical characteristics to create new materials that are well suited to optoelectronic 12 

applications. An excellent example is provided by pure hydroxyapatite (HA, Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) 13 

whose 6.0 eV can be lowered by titanium incorporation to values nearing those of wide band 14 

gap semiconductors.7 The versatility of this material - that finds numerous industrial 15 

applications ranging from water remediation to catalysis 8-10 is fostered by the readiness with 16 

which its lattice can be doped to various extents with monovalent to tetravalent anions and 17 

cations, 11 to generate HA with tailored properties 12,13 18 

Doped HA has also attracted considerable attention thanks to its favorable electrochemical 19 

properties. Liu et al. 14 reported an increase in the UV absorption of HA nanoparticles (NPs) 20 

doped with Fe3O4 while other authors showed that Ti-modified HA (TiHA) displays promising 21 

photocatalytic activity,7,15,16 and good antibacterial properties.17 Tsukada et al. 7 reported a band 22 

gap energy of 3.65 eV for a Ti4+ substituted HA with promising performances for the 23 

photochemical degradation of small organic molecules like acetaldehyde vapor under UV-VIS 24 
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radiation, and Wakamura et al. 16 showed that Ti-OH groups on the surface of TiHA can have 25 

a positive influence on electron injection, transport rate and short-circuit current density. 26 

It is frequently reported that Ti4+ ions substitute for Ca2+ ions in the HA lattice, which results 27 

in a modification of its crystal structure 15-18 and phosphate anions can be substituted by titanate 28 

anions by annealing of Ti-modified HA at 700-850°C.19 29 

In this work, we report a novel polypyrrole (PPy)/TiHA composite comprising concentric layers 30 

of conductive PPy and then the wide band gap semiconductor layer of TiHA NPs on wool yarns, 31 

where the TiHA NPs are deposited using a bio-inspired method. The resulting fiber-based 32 

structure is a potential building block for use in flexible optoelectronic, such as flexible UV 33 

detectors and fabric integrated photovoltaics.  34 

HA was chosen as the semiconductor bulk-material because of the simplicity with which it can 35 

be nucleated on surfaces by a bio-inspired mineralization approach,20 its functional versatility 36 

8-10 and the well-established photoelectric properties of Ti-modified HAs.7,15,16,17,18 Four sets of 37 

TiHAs, all of which displayed band gap values comparable those of wide band gap 38 

semiconductors 21-23, were obtained by wet synthesis by adjusting the concentration of the 39 

titanium dopant in the growth solution. The TiHA sample displaying optimal properties was 40 

then deposited on PPy –coated wool fibers under room temperature by a bio-inspired 41 

mineralization, where this ensured that the wool fibers retained their flexibility and softness. 42 

These conditions also avoid the growth of coarser TiHA grains that form a brittle coating on 43 

the fiber surface that seriously compromise the fiber flexibility and the mechanical stability of 44 

the coating. Our successful deposition of thin films of HA on PPy-coated natural fibers 45 

therefore delivers a fiber-based building block which can potentially be used to generate a new 46 

class of flexible, optoelectronic devices. 47 

PPy was chosen as the conductive polymer since it is an established material which has been 48 

successfully printed onto Lycra/cotton fabrics to produce resistive fabric strain sensors capable 49 
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of detecting the posture and gesture of human body.24-25 The PPy layer was doped with 50 

anthraquinone disulfonic acid (ADA) to improve its electrical conductivity, and with 51 

pyroglutamic acid (PyE) to promote the nucleation of the TiHA during mineralization.  52 

Oriented self-assembled crystal growth onto various substrates (e.g. Indium Tin Oxide glass, 53 

Si/SiO2 wafers, ZnO thin film etc), including PPy 26 for DSC fabrication has been proven 54 

succesful.27 However, to the best of our knowledge neither stoichiometric or doped HAs, nor 55 

other calcium phosphates were ever mineralized onto a PPy layer, nor on natural fibers, to 56 

obtain a fiber-shaped building block for optoelectronic devices. 57 

Finally, using a comprehensive combination of Raman and FT-IR spectroscopy, X-ray 58 

diffraction, scanning and transmission electron microscopy we performed a detailed 59 

characterization of the different components and the fiber-shaped building block. 60 

 61 

2. Experimental Details 62 

2.1 Synthesis of Titanium-substituted Hydroxyapatite 63 

Samples were synthesized by modifying of a previously reported method.12 Briefly, 10 g of 64 

Ca(OH)2 (purity > 95%, Sigma-Aldrich) were added to 100 mL of Millipore water and then 65 

stabilized at 50.0 °C under constant stirring at 400 rpm for 30 min. A solution obtained by 66 

mixing 8.87 g of H3PO4 (85 wt% Merck) with 30 mL of deionized water was added drop-wise 67 

into the Ca(OH)2 suspension, together with 30 mL of a titanium isopropoxide (purity > 97% 68 

Alfa Aesar) solution in isopropyl alcohol (purity ≥ λλ.7% Sigma-Aldrich). A titanium-free HA 69 

(HAp) was synthesized by simple addition of H3PO4 to the Ca(OH)2 suspension.  70 

TiHAs were synthesized using increasing amounts of the titanium precursor to reach the molar 71 

percentage of Ti atoms with respect to P of 8%, 17%, 25% and 50%. The obtained TiHAs were 72 

named respectively TiHA8, TiHA17, TiHA25, and TiHA50. The molar ratio between Ca and 73 

P was set to 1.70 and kept constant for all of the experiments. Once the simultaneous drop-wise 74 
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addition of phosphoric acid and titanium isopropoxide was performed, the solution was kept at 75 

50 °C under constant stirring at 400 rpm for 3 hours and left still at room temperature overnight. 76 

Samples were repeatedly washed with water and then freeze-dried. Finally, the obtained 77 

powders were ground in a mortar and sieved using a 150 たm mesh filter. 78 

2.2 Chemical Analysis 79 

The chemical composition of bulk samples was determined by an induced coupled plasma 80 

spectrometer (ICP-OES), (Liberty 200, Varian, US) employing wavelengths of 422.673 nm 81 

(Ca), 334.941 nm (Ti), and 213.618 nm (P). An aliquot of samples for ICP-OES were dissolved 82 

in a diluted HNO3 solution (~ 2 wt%) prior to analysis.  83 

2.3 Powder X-ray Diffraction Analysis (XRD) 84 

X-ray diffraction patterns were collected using a D8 Advance Diffractometer (Bruker, 85 

Karlsruhe, Germany) equipped with a Lynx-eye position sensitive detector using Cu Kg 86 

radiation (そ = 1.54178 Å) generated at 40 kV and 40 mA, operating in the 2し range between 87 

10° and 80° with a step size (2し) of 0.02° and a counting time of 0.5 s. The same conditions 88 

were used to collect diffraction patterns on samples heated at 700°C for 6 hours. 89 

Complementary analysis was performed on raw powders using the Diamond Light Source 90 

synchrotron beam line I11 (HR-PXRD), where the X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded in 91 

the 2し range between 5° and 70° using a monochromatic radiation (beam energy 15 keV, そ = 92 

0.825969 Å) and a 0.001° step size.  93 

The structural and microstructural analysis of the samples was performed using the FullProf 94 

suite software,28 based on the Rietveld refinement method and Fourier analysis of the HR-95 

PXRD patterns. A Thompson-Cox-Hastings pseudo-Voigt peak-shape profile was used for the 96 

refinement. The microstructural analysis, including both microstrain and crystallite size, was 97 

evaluated using the anisotropic Popa approach in the 6/m hexagonal system for the 98 

hydroxyapatite structure (R0 to R3 refined for anisotropic size factors and E1 to E3 for 99 
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anisotropic microstrain factors).29 The instrumental contribution to the profile was taken into 100 

account by using a LaB6 instrumental standard. The degree of sample crystallinity was 101 

calculated according to Eqn (1): 102 

系堅件嫌建欠健健件券件建検岷ガ峅 噺 などど 系畦 髪 系                   継圏券岫な岻 103 

where C and A are the sum of peak area and the area between the peaks and the background in 104 

the diffraction pattern, respectively.30 105 

2.4 Transformed Fourier - Infrared analysis (FTIR) and Raman Spectroscopy. 106 

FTIR spectra of the synthesized titanium apatite were collected at room temperature by using 107 

an FTIR Nicolet 380 Thermo Electron Corporation spectrometer working in the range of 108 

wavenumbers between 4000 cm−1 and 400 cm−1 at a resolution of 2 cm−1. A finely ground, 109 

approximately 0.05% (w/w) mixture of the sample in KBr was pressed into a transparent disk 110 

using a hydraulic press and applying a pressure in the MPa range. The Infra-red splitting factor 111 

(IR-SF) was calculated by adding the measured intensities of the two ち4(PO4)3 vibration bands 112 

at 565 and 605 cm−1 in the absorbance mode and dividing their sum by the intensity of the 113 

valley between these absorption bands and the baseline, after a baseline correction between 114 

1200 and 250 cm−1.31 115 

TiHA NPs were studied after thermal transformation as described by XRD and Raman 116 

spectroscopy. Each sample was placed on a potassium-bromide substrate producing minimal 117 

background signal, and the potassium-bromide substrate containing the sample was placed on 118 

top of a glass slide in order to fit on the Raman microscope stage for experimentation. The 119 

settings used for testing were the following: 532 nm laser, 20-25 mW laser power, 2 seconds 120 

acquisition time, 90 accumulations, 50x long working distance lens (spatial resolution ~ 1たm) 121 

and 1800T diffraction grating. Decomposition and non-linear curve fitting of the Raman signals 122 

were performed on fifteen spectra collected for each sample using Igor Pro 6.37 software. 123 
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2.5 Zeta potential and Size Measurements 124 

こ-potential distributions of dried powders suspended in HEPES buffer at pH=7.4 were measured 125 

by dynamic light scattering (DLS) with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Ltd., Worcestershire, 126 

UK) and were quantified by laser Doppler velocimetry as electrophoretic mobility using 127 

disposable electrophoretic cell (DTS1061, Malvern Ltd., Worcestershire, UK). Ten runs of 30 128 

s were performed for each measurement and four measurements were carried out for each 129 

sample.  130 

Zeta average values were obtained by suspending the dried powders in a 0.1 wt% sodium citrate 131 

buffer at pH 6.0. Twenty runs of 30 s each were collected in each measurement and for each 132 

sample. 133 

2.6 Scanning and Transmission Electron Microscopy 134 

The fiber surface morphology was analyzed by a field emission scanning electron microscope 135 

(FE-SEM, Carl Zeiss Sigma NTS GmbH Oberkochen, Germany) working at an accelerating 136 

voltage in the 1.0 - 5.0 kV range. Fibers were mounted on aluminum stubs using carbon tape 137 

and were dried under an IR lamp for 15 minutes before analysis.  138 

Sample analysis by transmission electron microscopy was performed at the University of York, 139 

JEOL Nanocentre using a JEOL JEM 2011 LaB6 TEM, operating at 200 kV. The microscope 140 

was equipped with a Gatan 794 digital camera and a Thermo Fisher NS7 energy dispersive X-141 

ray spectroscopy (EDX) system. Samples were ground using a pestle and mortar, sieved at 150 142 

µm, and drop-cast from a methanol suspension onto a holey carbon copper TEM grid. 143 

2.7 Thermogravimetric Analysis 144 

The carbonate content was evaluated on dried samples by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 145 

using a Stanton STA 1500 (Stanton, London, UK) apparatus. About 10 mg of apatite was 146 

weighed in a platinum crucible and heated from room temperature to 1100 °C under nitrogen 147 
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flow. The heating rate was 10 °C/min and alumina was used as reference standard. The CO3
2- 148 

content was evaluated according to the weight loss observed between 550 and 950 °C.32 149 

2.8 Specific Surface Area (SSA) 150 

Samples SSA were measured at liquid nitrogen temperature (-196 °C) using Brunauer-Emmet-151 

Teller (BET) mode with a CONTROL 750 (CE Instruments) apparatus. HA powders were dried 152 

in air at 100°C for 30 minutes before the analysis. 153 

2.9 Determination of Band Gap Values (Eg) 154 

For band gap determination and subsequent analysis, a UV-Vis spectrophotometer with an 155 

integrating sphere was used. The equipment was calibrated with a Spectralon standard 156 

(Labsphere SRS-99-010). The reflectance spectra were measured and converted into an 157 

adsorption coefficient using Kubelka-Munk equation while the Eg value was determined from 158 

the Tauc plot obtained following the method reported by Sangiorgi et al.33 Each measurement 159 

was carried out three times averaging the recorded values. 160 

2.10 Wool and Polypyrrole coatings 161 

Wool yarns were obtained from a commercial stock with linear mass density of 68 tex. 162 

Polypyrrole (PPy) coated conductive fiber composites were produced by in situ chemical 163 

oxidative polymerization of pyrrole (purity > 98% Sigma-Aldrich) on the surface of wool yarns. 164 

The polymerization reaction was carried out at room temperature. Different aliquots of 165 

antraquinone-2-sulfonic acid sodium salt monohydrate (ADA, purity > 97% Sigma-Aldrich) 166 

were added to the pyrrole solutions to enhance PPy conductivity. 0.2 g of pyrrole were dissolved 167 

in 20 mL of MilliQ water together with 0.3 g of ADA to obtain a molar ratio ADA/pyrrole of 168 

25 mol%. Wool yarns (0.2 g) were soaked in the obtained solution for 5 minutes at room 169 

temperature and were then immersed in a Fe(III) solution prepared by dissolving 1 g of 170 

FeCl3·6H2O (purity > 97% Sigma-Aldrich) in 20 mL of MilliQ water. These two steps were 171 
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repeated three times. Subsequently, the fibers were rinsed with water, centrifuged, recovered 172 

and dried overnight at 40°C. Hereafter, these ADA-doped PPy coated wool fibers are referred 173 

to as WAP.  174 

PPy doped with pyroglutamic acid (PyE, purity > 99%, Sigma-Aldrich) coated fibers, hereafter 175 

referred to as WEAPs, were obtained by adding both ADA and PyE to the pyrrole water solution 176 

and following the same steps as described for WAP. Different quantities of PyE, corresponding 177 

to the 5.0 mol% (WEAP5) and 10.0 mol% (WEAP10) with respect to the pyrrole, were used to 178 

assess the effects of higher amounts of PyE on the conductivity and the nucleation of TiHA 25 179 

on WEAPs fibers. 180 

2.11 Linear Resistivity  181 

Linear resistivity of PPy-coated wool yarns was measured with metal contacts placed 1 cm 182 

apart on the yarns using an Escort170 Digital Multimeter. Data were calculated as the average 183 

of eight tests. Prior to testing, the PPy-coated yarns were conditioned at 20 °C and 65 % of 184 

relative humidity for 24 h. 185 

2.12 Bio-inspired mineralization of conductive fibers 186 

The procedure described below was followed for the mineralization of WAP and WEAPs fibers. 187 

1 g of Ca(OH)2 and 200 mg of conductive fibers were added to 10 mL of Millipore water. The 188 

solution was poured into a closed vessel under magnetic stirring and kept to 50°C for 3 days. 189 

After, the solution was poured in a beaker and kept under magnetic stirring while a solution 190 

obtained by dissolving 0.87 g of H3PO4 in 3 mL of Millipore water was added dropwise 191 

simultaneously to a solution of titanium isopropoxide dissolved in isopropyl alcohol to reach a 192 

Ti/P molar ratio of 25%, corresponding to the amount of Ti introduced for the synthesis of 193 

TiHA25. The solution was then poured again in a closed vessel and placed into a shaking 194 

incubator set at 50°C and left under agitation for 7 days.  195 
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2.13 Deformability and stress tests 196 

The flexibility and the mechanical properties of the mineralized wool yarns were evaluated by 197 

subjecting mineralized WEAP5 yarns to 10 stretching/release cycles;34 secondly, the 198 

deformability of the semiconductor was assessed by knotting WAEP5 yarns before and after 199 

mineralization and comparing fibers morphologies by SEM as reported in the literature for other 200 

flexible electronic devices.35,36  201 

Finally, to assess the endurance to dipping process of the mineral layer, mineralized WAEP5 202 

yarns were immersed in ethanol at 40 °C for 15 minutes to simulate a dipping process before 203 

being analyzed by SEM to check the eventual removal of the mineral phase from the fibers 204 

surface. 205 

3. Results 206 

3.1 TiHA nanoparticles hydrodynamic diameter and ȗ-potential 207 

The hydrodynamic diameter size distributions of all the samples is reported in Fig. S1, while 208 

their average hydrodynamic diameters, expressed as zeta average, with the relative 209 

polydispersity indices (Pdi), and the こ-potentials of TiHA NPs determined by DLS are reported 210 

in Table S1. The hydrodynamic diameters of TiHAs increase together with the titanium doping 211 

extent, with two step increases: the first moving from TiHA8 to TiHA17, and the second 212 

moving from TiHA25 to TiHA50. Differences in the recorded zeta average can be due to a 213 

different superficial composition as to the modifications of TiHAs NPs morphology at 214 

increasing titanium concentrations. Aggregation seems to play a major role only in the case of 215 

TiHA50 NPs, whose hydrodynamic dimeter size distribution curve (Fig. S1) shows an 216 

enlargement towards larger particles and an higher polydispersity index with respect to those 217 

of the other samples (Table S1).  218 
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Finally, the こ-potentials of titanium-modified NPs are more negative with respect to that of 219 

HAp, with TiHA8, TiHA25, and TiHA50 NPs having similar superficial net charges and 220 

TiHA17 NPs having a sensibly more negatively charged surface.  221 

3.2 Band gap values of TiHA nanoparticles 222 

The band gap energies (Eg) determined using reflectance method and the Tauc equation show 223 

values between 3.0 eV and 3.5 eV. These results are suitable for photocatalytic, photovoltaic 224 

applications and more in general for optoelectronic applications requiring wide band gap 225 

semiconductors. While the experimental bandgap energy of pure HA determined by Tsukada 226 

et al. is 6.0 eV, the addition of even small amounts of Ti as in the case of TiHA8 decreases the 227 

bandgap to 3.88±0.01 eV, which is a value much closer to that of anatase TiO2 (3.27 eV).7 Eg 228 

decreases even further for the other samples containing more Ti and equals 3.73±0.01 eV, 229 

3.68±0.02 eV and 3.54±0.01 eV for TiHA17, TiHA25 and TiHA50 respectively. Eg of the 230 

mineral phase formed on biomineralized PPy doped fibers is the same as the value recorded for 231 

powder samples. 232 

3.3 Crystal structure of TiHA nanoparticles after thermal treatment 233 

The X-ray diffraction patterns (XRD) shown in Fig. 1 confirm the apatitic structure (JCPDS 234 

no. 09-432) of the synthesized powders, including those with high degrees of titanium 235 

substitution. The diffraction profiles feature exclusively the typical diffraction peaks of 236 

carbonated HA, which tend to become broader with the increase in titanium doping level. A 237 

background radiation gain, due to the occurrence of an amorphous phase not detectable by 238 

XRD, is observable going from pure HAp to TiHA50. This background noise increases with 239 

the increasing doping extent of titanium HAs. 240 

The crystallinity index of the powders, together with their cell parameters and the IR-SFs are 241 

reported in Table 1. The former decreases as the titanium concentration increases and drop 242 

notably compared to TiHA17, while no systematic variation of the lattice parameters with 243 
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titanium content is detectable by XRD analysis showing little variation and values very close 244 

to those of reference HAp for all of the TiHAs. More in detail, the a and c-axes of all the samples 245 

are in the range between 9.424 Å – 9.441 Å, and 6.884 Å – 6.894 Å respectively, while the cell 246 

volume shows a slight increase from 529.5 for HAp up to 531.7 for TiHA50.  247 

The results of the microstructural analysis and the relative HR-PXRD patterns recorded using 248 

synchrotron radiation are reported in Table S2 and Fig. S2 respectively. The general crystallite 249 

domain is elongated in c-axis direction (approximately 60±4 nm) compared to the perpendicular 250 

a/b-axes (24±4 nm.). The strain is also higher in c-axis orientation. Taking into account both 251 

the crystallite size and the lattice strain, the apatite domain size is not modified by the 252 

introduction of even high amounts of titanium during the synthesis.  253 

It is interesting to note that the R-Bragg and the R-structure factors for the Rietveld refinement 254 

of TiHA50 slightly improve if titanate (TiO4
4-) substitutes up to 7% of phosphate (PO4

3-) 255 

(3.73/4.80 compared to 3.76/4.87 for HA structure and 3.91/5.01 for 10% Ti4+ substitution of 256 

Ca2+).  257 

Four peaks potentially corresponding to a second crystalline phase are observed at the 2し values 258 

of 15.63°, 20.82°, 22.74° and 24.93° on TiHA8 and TiHA50 especially. Their resolution is 259 

accurately illustrated by the enlarged view of the HR-PXRD spectra collected on the latter 260 

sample, reported in Fig. S3. Several structures are tested to identify this phase, among titanium 261 

oxide (anatase, rutile and brookite)37,38, calcium phosphate compounds (く-TCP, brushite, 262 

monetite, octacalcium phosphate)39-42, titanium phosphate (TiPO4)43 and calcium titanium 263 

phosphate compounds (CaTi4(PO4)6).44 This last structure matches the experimental pattern but 264 

the low number of observed reflections and their low relative intensities do not allow a solid 265 

identification. 266 

The phase compositions tabulated in Table 2 are obtained by using the Rietveld refinement of 267 

the XRD profiles of powders heated at 700°C for 6 hours as reference. Our data show that HAp 268 
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remained as pure HA phase after the thermal treatment, while for TiHA8 conversion of HA to 269 

b-TCP started occurring with no anatase formation. On the contrary, for TiHA with higher 270 

doping extents, the formation of a crystalline anatase phase is linearly related to the titanium 271 

introduced during the synthesis (R² = 0.9474 by linear least squares). The formation of b-TCP 272 

instead is not linear and reaches its maximum for TiHA17 (23.3 wt%) for which a value much 273 

higher with respect to both TiHA8 and TiHA50 is recorded.  274 

3.4 Infrared and Raman spectroscopy 275 

IR spectra of HAp and TiHAs are shown in Fig. 2. The principal peaks of the spectra recorded 276 

on TiHAs are characteristic of apatite and correspond to the absorption band of H2O (broad 277 

peak at 3400 cm-1 and sharper peak at 1640 cm-1), HPO4
2- (1050, 970, 600, and 570 cm-1), and 278 

OH- (3570 cm-1). Differences among the spectra are evident when comparing the IR-SFs in 279 

Table 1 of the phosphate group absorbing in the spectral region between 650 and 550 cm-1 280 

magnified in Fig. 2b. The value of the IR-SF decreases with respect to HAp when titanium is 281 

introduced, with the exception of TiHA17 for which a value close to that of HAp is recorded. 282 

Another sensible difference is relative to the intensity of the OH librational band (631 cm-1), 283 

which is pronounced in the IR spectra of HAp and TiHA25, while it almost disappears for the 284 

other samples.  285 

The absorption peaks at 1480, 1400, and 880 cm-1 correspond to CO32- on PO4
3- sites, suggesting 286 

that all the samples are slightly carbonated. Carbonation of HA commonly occurs unless 287 

measures are taken to specifically exclude CO2/CO3
2- from the synthesis. These results are 288 

coherent with TGA data reported forward in the text.  289 

The Raman spectrum collected on HAp powder heated at 700°C is used as reference to evaluate 290 

the impact of increasing Ti content on the Raman spectra acquired on the thermally treated 291 

TiHAs and are presented in Fig. 3. Different spectral regions displaying characteristic signals 292 

of HA (945-980 cm-1, Fig. 3a) and TiO2 (80-250 cm-1 and 300-850 cm-1), respectively, are 293 
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magnified in Fig. 3b and 3c for each of the synthesized samples. The prominent band seen at 294 

~963 cm-1 is ascribed to the Ȟ1 PO4 stretching mode of HA. Careful analysis of the Ȟ1 band 295 

indicates a small asymmetry on the lower wavelength side, which is due to a signal occurring 296 

at ~955-957 cm-1.This could be ascribed to the presence of small amounts of poorly crystalline 297 

carbonated apatite and/or amorphous calcium phosphate. The mean position and full width at 298 

half maximum of the principal HA band as determined from the peak decomposition is ~ 299 

963.5±0.5 cm-1 and ~ 6±0.3 cm-1 respectively. These are typical values reported in the literature 300 

for the v1 phosphate mode in HA.45 301 

Five Raman bands that are not present in the spectrum of HAp can be clearly observed in the 302 

spectra of all the TiHAs in Fig. 3b and 3c. These bands are found at 145, 197, 399, 518 and 640 303 

cm-1 in excellent agreement with the Raman bands typically reported for anatase.46 The doubly 304 

degenerate mode at 145 cm-1 is the strongest band for the anatase phase and it is conveniently 305 

used to investigate the evolution of TiO2 as a function of titanium ion substitution in the apatite 306 

lattice. The area of this absorption band determined by its systematic fitting performed for all 307 

the TiHAs increases exponentially with the increasing concentration of Ti (Fig. 3d), in 308 

accordance with the higher amount of TiO2 already detected by the analysis of XRD profiles 309 

collected on thermally treated TiHAs. 310 

3.5 Chemical composition and structure of TiHA nanoparticles 311 

The bulk chemical compositions determined from ICP-OES analysis of the as-synthesized 312 

TiHAs are reported in Table 3, together with the carbonation extent evaluated by the 313 

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) as the weight loss occurring between 550 °C and 950 °C. 314 

The amounts of titanium detected and nominally introduced during the synthesis are in a good 315 

agreement. The Ca/P molar ratio in all of the TiHAs is higher with respect to that of pure HAp, 316 

the highest value being recorded for TiHA17. The Ca/P ratio displayed by this latter sample is 317 
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significantly higher respect to those displayed by the other TiHAs which instead feature similar 318 

values.  319 

The (Ti+Ca)/P molar ratio increases as expected with increasing concentrations of titanium, but 320 

this relation is not linear, being the value of TiHA17 higher than that of TiHA25. Interestingly, 321 

the Ca/(P+Ti) molar ratios detected for TiHA8 and TiHA17 are close to the Ca/P value of HAp, 322 

while those of TiHA25 and TiHA50 are much smaller and deviate significantly from it. At this 323 

regard, it is important to notice that carbonation occurred with similar extent (CO3
2- < 2 wt%) 324 

in all of the synthesis.  325 

An increasing trend of the SSA values with increasing titanium concentrations is recorded, but 326 

differences are only relevant when comparing TiHAs with a high amount (TiHA25 and 327 

TiHA50) with those with a short amount of Ti (TiHA8 and TiHA17), for which the highest and 328 

the lowest SSA values have been respectively determined (the lowest values being determined 329 

for HAp). On the other hand, after thermal treatment at 700°C the SSA of all the powders 330 

dropped to values around 20 ± 2 m2/g. Such an evident decrease is a well-known effect caused 331 

by the densification of HA accompanied by grain growth induced by the thermal annealing. 332 

TEM analysis of the samples reveals that Hap is composed of NPs having well defined rod-like 333 

morphologies (Fig. 4a), with lengths typically in the 100 – 300 nm size range and widths of 334 

about 20 – 50 nm in good agreement with the XRD and HR-PXRD analysis. On the contrary, 335 

TiHAs NPs are observed as agglomerates of rounded, platelet-like morphologies (Fig. 4b-e). 336 

All samples exhibit primary particle dimensions of 100 – 200 nm, regardless of the amounts of 337 

titanium introduced during their synthesis. Very small crystallites (< 20nm) are occasionally 338 

observed only on TiHAs at high Ti concentrations. At this regard, it is reported in the literature 339 

that the fast hydrolysis of titanium isopropoxide precursor generates amorphous TiO2 340 

nanorods,47 that however are not observed on TiHAs.  341 
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Porosity is detected in all the samples, including the unmodified HAp NPs magnified together 342 

with TiHA50 NPs in Fig.5a and 5b respectively, with nanopores having typical dimensions of 343 

< 20 nm as observed in some but not all of the rods and platelets.  344 

The collected selected area electron diffraction patterns (SAED) reported in the insets in Fig. 345 

4a-e reveal the occurrence of crystalline HA as the main phase of all the samples, but unassigned 346 

spots/rings suggest the presence of a secondary phase which is tentatively assigned to the 347 

occurrence of calcium titanium phosphate as already reported by HR-PXRD.  348 

3.6 Polypyrrole coating on wool yarns 349 

SEM pictures of bare natural wool fibers, WAP and WAEP5 are depicted in Fig. S4a-d, together 350 

with a scheme representing a transversal section of wool yarns coated with a PPy layer doped 351 

with ADA and PyE (Fig. S4a, dopant molecules are not accurately positioned in the scheme). 352 

A change in surface morphology is observable starting from natural wool (Fig. S4b) to WAP 353 

fibers (Fig. S4c) that becomes rugged and features the occurrence of small round shaped 354 

particles of PPy. The surface roughness is further increased in WAEP (Fig. S4d) by the addition 355 

of 5 mol% of PyE, resulting in the formation of bigger round particles of PPy with a diameter 356 

around 1 たm. The resistivity of PPy coated fibers is found to be of a few kっ / cm (Table S3), 357 

some units lower than those already reported in the literature for related PPy-coated synthetic 358 

fibers,48 with a sensible increase of conductivity for the PPy doped with both ADA and PyE . 359 

No changes in the fiber surface morphology (picture not shown), nor further resistance 360 

reductions or increase in the mineralization extent (data reported below) could be observed with 361 

the increasing concentration of PyE from 5 up to 10 mol% of PPy for WAEPs fibers.  362 

3.7 Mineralization of PPy-conductive wool yarns with TiHA 363 

SEM pictures at increasing magnification of WAP, WAEP5 and WAEP10 fibers mineralized 364 

with TiHA25 are presented in Fig. 6a-b, 6c-d and 6e-f respectively.  365 
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No differences in the TiHA25 coating extent nor in the nanoparticles morphology can be 366 

observed from the SEM pictures collected on mineralized WAEP5 and WAEP10 reported in 367 

Fig.6c-d and Fig.6e-f respectively, both presenting only a few bare areas on their surface which 368 

is largely covered by a layer of NPs deposited during the mineralization process. 369 

On the other hand, mineralization experiments carried out on WAP produce fibers poorly coated 370 

with TiHA25 NPs with a similar surface morphology compared to that of unmineralized fibers, 371 

and reported respectively in Fig. 6a and Fig. S4c.  372 

Higher magnification SEM imaging shows the presence of rod-like NPs – with morphologies 373 

and dimensions very close to those determined by TEM analysis on TiHAs samples – covering 374 

only the surface of WAEPs fibers (Fig. 6d and 6f), while the PPy covering the WAP fibers is 375 

still visible after the mineralization (Fig. 6b). 376 

The bottom phase precipitated during the mineralization experiments was analyzed by XRD 377 

(data not showed) and displays a diffraction profile identical to that collected on TiHA25 for 378 

both WAP and WAEPs. To further assess the similarity between the TiHA25 synthesized and 379 

that mineralized on WAEPs fibers, the semiconductor layer was manually separated by the 380 

fibers to be ground, sieved and analyzed as already described for synthesized TiHAs. The data 381 

collected on the resulting samples are in perfect agreement with those already described for 382 

TiHA25 powder, and thus are not reported further in the text to avoid data redundancy. 383 

SEM pictures of knotted bare and mineralized WAEP5 yarns subjected to 10 stretching/release 384 

cycles are depicted respectively in Fig.7a and 7b, together with a picture of a WAEP5 fiber 385 

mineralized with TiHA25 after dipping in ethanol in Fig. 7c. No significant difference was 386 

noticed by comparing the flexibility of unmineralized and mineralized WAEP5 yarns, with the 387 

latter retaining both the semiconductor coating and WAEPs yarns original deformability.  388 

Finally, the semiconductor coating was not altered by the dipping in ethanol and conserved the 389 

original extension and morphology of mineralized WAEP5 fibers. 390 
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4. Discussion 391 

4.1 TiHA physicochemical characterization 392 

During the synthesis of the TiHAs titanium ions replace phosphate groups instead of calcium 393 

in the HA lattice giving powders with suitable photo-electrical properties for application as 394 

wide band gap semiconductors in flexible electronics, e.g. like photoanodes in DSC cells. The 395 

obtained powders have higher SSAs (101-146 m2/g) with respect to those typically reported for 396 

conventional DSC semiconductors (30-80 m2/g), and considering that high-performance 397 

photoanodes require a large surface area for dye adsorption, these results show that calcium-398 

phosphate based photoanodes can potentially take up significantly more dye molecules 399 

compared to conventional ones (i.e. ZnO and TiO2). One of the key factors determining such 400 

high SSAs is the nanoporosity, as it can be observed by the TEM pictures reported in Fig. 5a,b 401 

due to the isopropanol used during the synthesis. The pores are then formed by the incorporation 402 

of the titanium precursor as part of the reaction mixture which is trapped inside the forming 403 

NPs and then removed due to evaporation.  404 

The elemental composition of TiHAs shows that the doping ions are completely or partially 405 

incorporated into hydroxyapatite lattice during the synthesis, as a variation of the Ca/P molar 406 

ratio from that recorded on pure HAp is detected and moreover as the increase of Ti from 0 to 407 

17 molar % relative to P is followed by a rapid increase of the Ca/P molar ratio, corresponding 408 

to a phosphorous depletion or at least to a calcium enrichment, while the (Ti+Ca)/P molar ratio 409 

increases up to values not compatible with the substitution of Ca with Ti ions in the apatite 410 

structure. On the other hand, the Ca/(P+Ti) molar ratios of TiHA8 and TiHA17 are close to the 411 

Ca/P ratio of reference HAp, suggesting more phosphorus than calcium replacement by 412 

titanium ions in the apatite structure. 413 

This result is reinforced by the XRD analyses performed on thermally treated powders showing 414 

an increased crystallinity of the HA phase and the formation of く–TCP - which occurred for all 415 
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the powders with the exception of HAp - due to the instability of the titanium-modified apatitic 416 

phase. In this regard, Raynaud et al. showed that HA with a Ca/P ratio lower than that of 417 

stoichiometric HA (1.67) start to decompose into ȕ-TCP when heated in air at 700°C.49 Thus, 418 

the thermal decomposition of TiHAs into triphasic mixtures of HA, く-TCP, and anatase is 419 

consistent with a deviation from the Ca/P molar ratio compared to that of HAp (for which no 420 

く-TCP was observed) due to the successful introduction of titanium in the apatite lattice. 421 

However, the data reported in the present study are only in partial agreement with what reported 422 

by Raynaud, as the formation of ȕ-TCP from the TiHAs synthesized in this study appears to be 423 

related to a phosphorus rather than a calcium deficiency of the TiHA. 424 

Anatase is absent in thermally treated HAp and TiHA8 and is produced only in small amounts 425 

during the thermal treatment of sample TiHA17, while large amounts of this phase are formed 426 

during the thermal decomposition of TiHA25 and TiHA50. The presence of perovskite 427 

(CaTiO3), which was previously reported to be formed under calcination of titanium HAs,50 is 428 

excluded instead for all the samples, but signals ascribable to an additional phase, probably 429 

CaTi4(PO4)6, were detected from the HR-PXRD analysis of TiHA8 and especially of TiHA50. 430 

However, the identity of this phase could not be unambiguously assigned due to the low S/N 431 

ratio and the low number of peaks. 432 

Also the TEM and the SAED analyses reveal the occasional presence of a secondary phase 433 

consisting of round shaped aggregated of very small crystallites (< 20 nm), especially in the 434 

cases of TiHA25 and TiHA50 NPs for which only partial substitution by titanium ions has 435 

occurred. The presence of such a secondary phase, which is likely to be amorphous TiO2, could 436 

be one of the factors determining the slightly larger surface areas of TiHA25 and TiHA50 with 437 

respect to TiHA8 and TiHA17. 438 

It is worth noting that the titanium precursor used during the synthesis is a titanium alkoxide 439 

with small alkyl chains and that both these features comply with a fast hydrolysis kinetic due 440 
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to the easiness with which the Ti coordination sites occupied by alkyl chains are hydrolyzed.51 441 

Sol-gel synthesis of TiO2 by fast hydrolysis of titanium alkoxide precursor carried out at low 442 

temperature give amorphous titanium dioxide NPs,52 that upon thermal treatment can be 443 

converted into crystalline anatase 53 corroborating the hypothesis of amorphous TiO2 formation 444 

during the synthesis of TiHA. 445 

The occurrence of amorphous TiO2 only for Ti concentration values above 17 molar % with 446 

respect to P can be explained by the preferential substitution of PO4
3- with oxy/hydroxy anions 447 

of Ti (i.e. ions with a general formula HxTiOy
4+x-2y) up to this Ti/P molar ratio - that is to say, 448 

up to a value of 10% for the Ti/Ca ratio. Above this concentration the excess of titanium 449 

precursor is oxidized to amorphous TiO2. Such mechanism is in partial agreement with what 450 

reported by Tsukada et al. who described the formation of particles of amorphous titanium 451 

phosphate through the synthesis of titanium-modified HA, when the titanium concentration 452 

Ti/(Ca+Ti) exceeded 10%, hypothesizing the one-to-one substitution of Ca2+ with Ti4+.7 453 

The data presented in this work provides strong evidence that Ti4+ ions replace PO43-, but even 454 

if the decrease of the Bragg factor relative to the Rietveld refinement of the HR-PXRD pattern 455 

of TiHA50 suggests the substitution of phosphate by titanate ions, similarly to what is already 456 

described on sintered TiHAs in the litterature,54 it was not possible to assure whether phosphates 457 

is substituted by titanate, titanium oxy/hydroxide, or other titanium anions in the apatitic lattice. 458 

On the other hand, the replacement of PO4
3- instead of Ca2+ by titanium doping is in contrast to 459 

the theoretical calculation for Ti-substituted HA reported by Yin et al. using density functional 460 

theory, where only the occurrence of [Ti(OH)x]4-x ions - with x ranging from 0 to 2 - was 461 

considered in place of calcium, excluding phosphates from the calculations.54 Ti4+ has a smaller 462 

atomic radius and a higher valence respect to Ca2+ (0.074 nm and 0.110 nm respectively for 6-463 

coordinate Ti+4 and 6-coordinate Ca2+ respectively), thus their direct interchange seems unlikely 464 

unless the titanium precursor introduced during the synthesis oxidizes to generate [Ti(OH)x]4-x 465 
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ions with a larger molecular radius and a charge similar to that of Ca2+. However, several studies 466 

reported assert that the direct substitution of Ca2+ with Ti4+ is a possible pathway. 15,16,54,55,56 467 

For instance, Anmin et al. 55 attributes the decrease of HAp cell volume to a direct Ca2+ 468 

replacement with Ti4+, while other studies suggest that titanium can replace calcium only as a 469 

divalent ionic group, that is to say as [Ti(OH)2]2+ and/or [Ti(HPO4)]2+.15,16 This substitution 470 

mechanism is also supported by two further publications, one on the manufacturing of TiHA 471 

by ionic exchange through a dissolution/precipitation mechanism in the presence of a divalent 472 

titanium precursor,56 and the other on the computational calculations carried out on TiHA which 473 

reports a strong preference for Ti(OH)2
2+ occupancy on Ca(2) site up to a Ti/Ca 10 % ratio.54  474 

Nevertheless, in this work we report that titanium actually replaces phosphorous up to Ti/P 17 475 

molar %, while above this concentration a secondary phase probably consisting of round 476 

aggregates of small crystallites of amorphous TiO2 starts to occur. This phase is not identifiable 477 

by XRD analysis but could be occasionally detected by TEM as NPs in TiHA25 and TiHA50, 478 

and indirectly as anatase from the XRD profiles and from the Raman spectra of thermally 479 

treated powders.  480 

Regardless of the amount of doping ions introduced during the synthesis, the band gap value of 481 

HA is sensibly moved towards a suitable band gap range for application in photoactive devices 482 

by titanium doping. The recorded values are in perfect agreement with those reported by 483 

Tsukada et al.,7 despite the fact that, as already mentioned, he attributes the introduction of Ti 484 

into the HA lattice to Ca instead of P substitution.  485 

As a result of the optimized band gap energy, SSA and microstructure compared to the samples 486 

with lower Ti content we selected sample TiHA25 for mineralization experiments on WAP and 487 

WEAPs yarns. TiHA25 was also preferred to TiHA50 for the better dispersion of its NPs in 488 

water suspension, as evidenced by the lower Z-average value and its hydrodynamic diameter 489 
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distribution, all being important factors for the mineralization process affecting the 490 

homogeneity of fiber surface coating.  491 

4.2 Bio-inspired mineralization of TiHA on polypyrrole coated wool fibers  492 

The successful nucleation of TiHA25 on PPy-coated conductive wool fibers provides a proof 493 

of concept for the assembly of fabric integrated electronic devices through two simple processes 494 

like oxidative polymerization of PPy and TiHA controlled bio-inspired mineralization. A 495 

pivotal role in the deposition of TiHA on the conductive wool yarns is played by the doping of 496 

the PPy coating with PyE that modifies the physicochemical properties of the PPy layer by 497 

increasing its wettability, and promotes the nucleation of TiHA25 on its surface by means of 498 

its carboxyl group. 499 

Without PyE molecules, PPy-coated wool fibers are much more hydrophobic and more 500 

importantly TiHA25 could not be mineralized on their surfaces. In this regard, it is worthy to 501 

note that PyE was chosen as dopant not only because of its similarity to the pyrrole molecules 502 

– as can be seen from the scheme in Fig. S4a – but also because it displays a carboxylic moiety.  503 

In this respect, Toworfe G.K. et al.57 demonstrated that carboxylic modified surfaces are more 504 

hydrophilic than those modified with amines and hydroxyls, in accordance with the increased 505 

wettability of the PPy-coated fibers observed during the mineralization of TiHA25. Moreover, 506 

compounds containing the carboxyl or amine functional group are largely reported to foster the 507 

adsorption and crystallization of calcium phosphates,58-60 as in the case of collagen molecules, 508 

whose carboxylate moieties are supposed to be responsible for the nucleation of HA NPs on 509 

collagen from SBF solution.61,62 510 

The introduction of PyE in PPy considerably increases TiHA25 deposition on the PPy-coated 511 

wool fibers, and surprisingly its introduction prompts an increase of conductivity of the PPy 512 

layer. No differences are observable by doubling the amount of PyE, i.e. passing from a 513 

PyE/pyrrole ratio of 5 mol% to a 10 mol%, for both the increased TiHA NPs mineralization 514 
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and PPy raise of conductivity. On the other hand, the combination of ADA and PyE results in 515 

a further increase of conductivity, but whether this additional conductivity raise is due to the 516 

intrinsic property of PyE or to the augmented quantities of PPy deposited on the fiber surface 517 

cannot be unambiguously decided, as the introduction of PyE is likely to cause both the effects. 518 

Also, the PPy conductivity is largely affected by the increased overall layer thickness.63  519 

As we have shown, the electrical resistivity of the PyE-doped PPy layers is promising for 520 

functional and flexible electronic devices. There is evidence provided by J. Wu et al. 64 who 521 

report significantly better values for conductive layers made of this organic polymer, 522 

demonstrating that a further improvement of its conductivity performance can be achieved in 523 

the future. Our studies show that PyE prompts the nucleation of rod-like TiHA nanocrystals 524 

retaining the chemical composition, morphology, SSA and band gap values of the parental 525 

TiHA powders, proving the applicability of bio-inspired approach for the obtainment of fiber-526 

shaped optoelectronic flexible devices. On the contrary, WAP fibers were not successfully 527 

covered by TiHA25 during the mineralization process, with only a small deposition of mineral 528 

phase on some areas of its surface.  529 

The nanometric size of the semiconductor layer is probably the principal factor determining the 530 

retention of WAEPs yarns deformability after TiHA25 mineralization that would be lost in case 531 

of the deposition of coarser grains as induced by the thermal treatment of TiHAs. Thus, 532 

even if it is well known that the physicochemical and properties of HA can be optimized 533 

by thermal annealing, this will also determine the formation of a brittle ceramic layer 534 

limiting the flexibility of the fiber and eventually facilitating its peeling-off from the 535 

conductive PPy layer. Moreover, the high SSA displayed by TiHAs semiconductor layer 536 

would be impaired by the thermal treatment determining its remarkable reduction up to 537 

the 85% of the original. A large SSA is in fact a highly desirable feature in wide band gap 538 

semiconductors that could be exploited e.g. by adsorbing dye molecules onto them to 539 
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increase their photoelectric performances. An easy way to achieve the incorporation of 540 

dyes in semiconductors is by dipping them into an organic solvent. At this regard, the 541 

TiHA layer mineralized on the surface of WAEP5 fibers endured to a simulated dipping 542 

process into ethanol at 40°C, preserving its extension and adhesion on the PPy layer. 543 

To the best of our knowledge, no work reporting the mineralization of HA, nor of other calcium 544 

phosphates on PPy is present in the literature, even though numerous works report the coating 545 

of this highly conductive polymer using TiO2,65 ZnO,21 other metallic oxides and materials like 546 

carbon nanotubes.22,23,65 547 

One of the key challenges in the future is the retention of fiber flexibility after semiconductor 548 

deposition. For this purpose we aim to develop a procedure using a protective layer, or by an 549 

electrolyte and a redox mediator in the case of a flexible fiber-shaped DSCs device.66 550 

 551 

5. Summary and Conclusions 552 

Four hydroxyapatite based samples modified with increasing amounts of titanium were 553 

successfully obtained and their suitability to work as semiconductors in flexible electronic 554 

devices was evaluated by measuring their physico-chemical properties, paying particular 555 

attention to their band gap values and their SSAs.  556 

During their precipitation, titanium was found to replace phosphorous in the apatite lattice up 557 

to Ti/P 17% molar ratio, with the occasional formation of negligible amounts of CaTi4(PO4)6, 558 

while the excess of doping ions was rapidly oxidized to amorphous titanium dioxide.  559 

Optimized properties were identified for a 25 molar% of Ti/P, corresponding to a Ti/Ca content 560 

of 15 molar%. This material was deposited onto the surface of conductive wool yarns produced 561 

by in situ chemical oxidative polymerization of pyrrole directly on the fibers surface. This step 562 

was made possible by the doping of the resulting polypyrrole layer with antraquinone-2-563 

sulfonic acid, used to enhance the electric conductivity, and pyroglutamic acid which rendered 564 
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more hydrophilic the conductive layer and, thanks to its carboxylic moiety, drove the nucleation 565 

of apatite on the polypyrrole surface.  566 

In conclusion, this work reports the successful production through simple processes like 567 

oxidative polymerization and mineralization, of a concentric fiber-shaped building block 568 

designed for flexible optoelectronic devices and consisting of a layer of titanium-modified HA 569 

(wide band gap semiconductor) nucleated on a layer of polypyrrole (conductive layer) 570 

supported by wool natural fibers, that may find useful applications in radiation sensors, 571 

photocatalytic devices and wearable electronics. 572 
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Figures 

Figure 1. XRD diffraction patterns collected on (from the top to the bottom) HAp, TiHA50, 

TiHA25, TiHA17 and TiHA8. 
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Figure 2. FT-IR spectra of (from the top to the bottom) HAp, TiHA50, TiHA25, TiHA17 and 

TiHA8 (a). Magnification of the FT-IR spectra in the region where the bands of ち4PO4 (675–

525 cm−1) appeared (b). 

 

 

Figure 3. Evolution of the Raman bands of apatite (3a) and anatase (3b and 3c) of thermally 

treated HAp (blue), TiHA8 (black), TiHA17 (grey), TiHA25 (red), and TiHA50 (violet), 

together with the curve obtained by plotting the area of the Raman band at 145 cm-1 registered 

on all the TiHAs as a function of their Ti concentration (3d).  
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Figure 4. TEM pictures and SAED patterns collected on samples HAp (a) TiHA8 (b) TiHA17 

(c) TiHA25 (d) and TiHA50 (e).  

 

Figure 5. TEM pictures of HAp (a) and TiHA (b) at high magnification showing NPs 

nanopores. 
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Figure 6. SEM pictures of wool fibers coated by PPy mineralized with TiHA25. Surface of the 

WAP fibers after mineralization at increasing magnification (a,b); Surface of the WEAP5(c,d) 

and WEAP10 (e,f) fibers after mineralization at increasing magnification  
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Figure 7. SEM pictures of knotted WEAP5 yarns before (a) and after (b) bio-inspired 

mineralization, with a micrography of mineralized WEAP5 after dipping at 40°C in ethanol for 

15 minutes (c). 

 

Table 1. Cell parameters calculated by Rietveld analysis of the XRD spectra reported in Fig.1. 

Cristallinity degree was calculated applying the formula described in eqn(1)a. Standard 

deviation is < 1%. 

 HA TiHA8 TiHA17 TiHA25 TiHA50 

a (Å) λ,424 λ.425 λ.427 λ.427 λ.441 

c (Å) 6,884  6.88λ 6.8λ4 6.8λ2 6.88λ 

200 ʅm 200 ʅm

a b

10 ʅm

c
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V(Å3) 52λ,5  52λ.λ 530.5 530.4 531.7 

Cristallinity (%)a 67 64 55 54 52 

IR-SF 2.06 1.24 2.02 1.52 1.63 

 

Table 2. Phase composition determined by Rietveld refinement of the XRD spectra collected 

on samples treated at 700°C for 6 hours. Standard deviation is < 1% 

 
HAp  TiHA8  TiHA17  TiHA25  TiHA50  

HA (%)  100 94,5 74,2 75,7 67,4 

b-TCP (%)  0 5,5 23,3 15,3 17,5 

TiO2 (an) (%) 0 0 2,5 9,0 15,1 

 

Table 3. Chemical composition of synthesized HAs determined by ICP-OES, together with 

carbonation determined by TGA and specific surface area determined by BET. Values are an 

average of 3 analysis. Error is reported as standard deviation 

 
HA  TiHA8  TiHA17  Ti -HA25 TiHA50  

Ca wt.% 36.74 ± 0.14 37.91 ± 0.56 36.97 ± 0.33 32.21 ± 0.26 28.08 ± 0.40 

P wt.% 15.09 ± 0.07 16.64 ± 0.08 14.59 ± 0.10 14.05 ± 0.06 12.24 ± 0.06 

Ti wt.% - 2.08 ± 0.01 4.48 ± 0.04 6.32 ± 0.03 10.01 ± 0.1 

aCO2 wt.% a 1.46 ± 0.07 1.61 ± 0.08 1.80 ± 0.09 1.72 ± 0.12 1.57 ± 0.08 

Ca/P molar 1.69 ± 0.03 1.76 ± 0.03 1.96 ± 0.07 1.77 ± 0.04 1.77 ± 0.05 

(Ti+Ca)/P molar - 1.84 ± 0.03 2.16 ± 0.06 2.06 ± 0.03 2.30 ± 0.04 

Ca/(P+Ti) molar - 1.65±0.05 1.64±0.05 1.38±0.06 1.16±0.05 

Ti/P molar - 7.66±0.40 16.95±0.85 27.42±0.91 49.83±1.00 
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bSSA m2/g 84±9 101 ± 10 123 ± 12 146 ± 13 134 ± 13 

a Determined by TGA 
b Determined by BET 


